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A b s t r a c t :  We find supersym m etric extensions of the half-BPS soliton-im purity models in 
(1+1) dimensions which preserve half of the N  =  1 supersymmetry. This is related to  the 
fact th a t in the bosonic sector (i.e., the half-BPS soliton-im purity model), only one soliton 
(for example, the kink) is a BPS configuration which solves the pertinent Bogomolnyi 
equation and saturates the topological energy bound. On the other hand, the topological 
charge conjugate sta te  (the antikink) is not a BPS solution. This means th a t it obeys the 
full Euler-Lagrange equation and does not sa tu ra te  the topological energy bound.
The supersym m etric approach also allows us to  construct half-BPS soliton-im purity 
models in (2+1) dimensions. Concretely, in the case of the C P 1 model, its BPS im purity 
generalisation preserves one-quarter of the N  =  2 SUSY, while for the Abelian Higgs model 
at critical coupling both  im purity generalisations preserving one-quarter (the case of a new, 
so-called Higgs im purity) as well as one-half of the N  =  2 SUSY (the case of the previously 
known m agnetic im purity) are possible.
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1 In trodu ction
I t is widely known th a t the BPS (self-dual) solitons in (1 + 1 ) dimensions are intim ately 
related to  the existence of a N  =  1 supersym m etric extension of the bosonic model. Here, 
by a BPS solution we understand a static solution of the so-called Bogomolnyi equations
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(which are of lower order th an  the Euler-Lagrange (EL) equations), which saturates a perti­
nent topological energy bound. This guarantees the topological stability of the solution for 
topologically nontrivial configurations (kinks). Furtherm ore, the BPS sector is equivalent 
to  the zero pressure sector, as the Bogomolnyi equation is ju st the zero pressure condition.
Supersym m etry provides a system atic tool for the derivation and analysis of such 
Bogomolnyi equations. Indeed, they can be obtained from the N  =  1 supersym metric 
transform ations of the fermions. Then, the self-dual sector (supporting kinks with topo­
logical charge Q =  1) is invariant under one-half of the supersymmetry. Of course, the 
same happens w ith the anti self-dual sector.
Furtherm ore, the model allows for a central extension, where the central charge is the 
difference of the values of the superpotential a t asym ptotical values of the fields (vacua). 
The superpotential is related to  the potential of the bosonic part of the theory by a target 
space differential equation. Hence, for topologically nontrivial solutions (BPS solitons), 
the central charge takes a nonzero value.
All these properties concern not only a scalar field theory w ith the standard  kinetic 
term  and an arb itrary  (at least two vacua) potential bu t can be generalized to  a quite 
arb itrary  target space [1] (multi-field and curved target space) as well as to  models with 
nonstandard derivative term s [2]- [23]. In fact, very recently it has been proved th a t the 
BPS property is shared even by theories w ith higher derivatives and, therefore, is a generic 
feature of all translational invariant scalar field Lagrangians in (1+1) dimensions [24]. Of 
course, this is at odds w ith higher dimensional models, where only very few models enjoy 
the BPS property.
One could ask the obvious question of how to break the BPS-ness in (1+1) dimensions. 
This is possible but requires a quite drastic modification of the action, i.e., the addition of 
a term  which breaks the translational invariance of the model, th a t is, an im purity (defect). 
Then, typically, no Bogomolnyi equations exist and solitons are solutions of the full EL 
equations. However, it has been found th a t there is a very special coupling of the defect 
which preserves one-half of the BPS-ness [24]. This means th a t a kink (or antikink) is a 
BPS solution (solving a Bogomolnyi equation and saturating  the pertinent bound) while its 
topological charge conjugated partner, i.e., the antikink (kink) does not have this property.
In the present work, we want to  understand these half-BPS soliton-im purity standard 
scalar theories in (1+1) dimensions from a supersym m etric point of view. In particular, we 
will show th a t the Bogomolnyi equation again emerges via a supersym m etry transform a­
tion of fermions, leading to  an invariance of the BPS sector under one-half of the SUSY. 
Similarly, we will obtain a central charge extension which, however, possesses only one 
nontrivial supercharge. Also the fermionic and bosonic zero modes coincide. This further 
explains the existence of the generalized translational sym m etry of the BPS soliton. F i­
nally, our approach allows for a derivation of a whole family of im purity deformed models 
which preserve one-half of the BPS-ness (and in the limit of the vanishing im purity reduce 
to  the original scalar soliton BPS model). All such extensions preserve 1/2 of the original 
N  =  1 supersymmetry.
As N  =  1 supersym m etry in (1+1) and (2+1) dimensions have basically the same 
structure, all our findings can be generalized to  the (2+1) case. This gives us a chance
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to  understand half-BPS preserving impurities in a unified way. Using these results, we 
construct half-BPS im purity extensions for the baby BPS Skyrme model. The Lagrangian 
w ith the im purity presents the same type of couplings as the scalar model in (1+ 1) di­
mensions. The only difference is the particular form of the topological current used in the 
construction, which for (1+1) gives the usual kinetic term  while for the baby BPS Skyrme 
model is ju st the topological degree current. As a result, we get a model which preserves 
1 /4 of N  =  2 sypersymmetry.
Interestingly, such a partially BPS preserving coupling of the im purity to  a BPS model 
resembles in many aspects the partially  BPS Abelian Higgs model a t critical coupling with 
a m agnetic im purity [25]. In both  theories, only half of the solitons enjoy the BPS prop­
erty  (are solutions of the pertinent Bogomolnyi equations) while the other half obey the 
full EL equations. Hence, only the former ones sa tu ra te  the topological bound. M ore­
over, the im purity enters the Bogomolnyi equations of the original (no im purity) model 
as an inhomogenous term . Finally, the action requires the appearance of a coupling be­
tween a 'topological ob jec t' (the topological density or the m agnetic field, respectively) 
and the impurity.
Even more interestingly, we find the half-BPS preserving coupling of the im purity to  the 
C P 1 model. In this case, the original Bogomolnyi equations, i.e., the Cauchy-Riemann (or 
anti Cauchy-Riemann) equations, are replaced by their non-homogeneous versions where 
the inhomogeneity is ju st the impurity. This implies the complete solvability in the BPS 
sector (which hosts half of the solitons of the original model). This result will enable 
us to  introduce another im purity-Abelian Higgs model where one-half of the BPS-ness is 
preserved. This is a different construction than  the original one presented in [25].
The last comment concerns our terminology. All im purity models presented here are 
theories where one-half of the solitons are still BPS objects, so frequently we call them  
half-BPS soliton-im purity models. However, for the sake of simplicity sometimes we call 
them  ju st BPS soliton-im purity models. A related but different issue is the am ount of 
SUSY preserved by the SUSY extensions of the im purity models. Concretely, in the case 
of N  =  1 SUSY always 1/2 of the SUSY is preserved by the im purity BPS models, whereas 
in the N  =  2 case both  the preservation of 1/4 or of 1/2  of the supersym m etry are possible. 
We shall always denote these by 1/4 SUSY and 1/2 SUSY, respectively.
2 T he B P S  preserving im purity  in th e  scalar m odel in (1 + 1 ) dim
2.1 T h e  B P S  p r o p e r ty  fro m  s u p e rs y m m e try
We will focus on N  =  1 SUSY in d =  1 +  1 dimensions. The modified Lagrangian with 
im purity a  preserving one-half of the BPS property of the original model (without impurity) 
has the following form [24]
L =  1  d^<pd^<p — U — 2 a V U  — V 2 a ^ x — a 2. (2.1)
Here U is a (at least) two vacuum potential and <px =  dx+  We will give an explanation, 
based on a possible SUSY breaking, for the preservation of the BPS property. The first
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two term s in (2.1) have a simple SUSY extension
Lo =  1 ^  d20D a$ D a $  + J  d29 W ($ )| =  2 d ^ A  +  2 F 2 +  W *(0)F  (2.2)
where | means setting A  =  0. ¢  is a scalar superfield and D a is a superderivative, whose
components are
¢  =  0 +  9 > «  -  92F, (2.3)
d
D a =  d9a +  i9^ d“^ ’ (2.4)
Since for (2.1) only the kink (or the antikink) are BPS solutions of the model, one should 
not expect to  have a superfield form ulation of the full model w ith impurity. If this were the
case, then  the existence of a BPS kink solution would imply the existence of the antikink
and vice versa. Let us consider the following term
Ampurity =  V 2$xa . (2.5)
Taking into account the supersym m etric transform ations of the fields
5<p =  - e a ^« , (2 .6)
# ,  =  - e p (Caf3F  +  idaf3¢ ) , (2.7)
<5F =  - e a id £  ̂ ,  (2 .8)
we have
^Ampurity =  - V 2a(e ^>a,x) - (2.9)
If the im purity a  is trivial (ax =  0), then (2.9) is a to ta l derivative and SUSY is preserved. 
If ax =  0, this term  has to  be com pensated in order to  preserve (a part of) supersymmetry. 
The transform ation (2.8) suggests the addition of the following term
Limpurity =  ^ 2 a F .  (2 .10)
The combination of (2.5) and (2.10) gives the following SUSY (static) transform ations
^( Ampurity +  L impurity) 2ae ^ 2,x ae +  ae A ^ , (2.11)
1
^( Ampurity L impurity) 2ae A ,x ae A ^  +  ae ’A ,^  (2.12)
The conclusion is as follows: if we add L i1mpurity +  L i2mpurity to  the Lagrangian then 
1/2  SUSY is preserved (provided th a t e2 =  0), while the combination Llmpurity — L2mpurity
preserves 1/2 SUSY (if e1 =  0). Phrased differently, the addition of the im purity breaks
explicitly one-half of the supersym m etry generators (one real G rassm ann degree for N  =  1 
in d =  1 +  1). We have therefore
AAmpurity +  L2mpurity ) |e2=0 =  <A13)
AAmpurity -  L 2mpurity) |e1=0 =  - V ‘2e2dtJ(a^ 1 ) <A14)
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The to ta l Lagrangian Ltot =  L 0 — L i1mpurity +  L2mpurity has the following form in components
Ltot| =  2  d^ ^ d^ ^  +  2 F  2 +  W<̂(^ )F  — V 2<pxa  +  V ^uF .  (2.15)
After eliminating F  (F  =  —W ^(^) — V2a)  and for =  0 the on-shell Lagrangian reads
Ltot,on-shell| =  — 2 — 2 W<2(^ ) — V 2W ^ (4>)a — a 2 — V 24xa . (2.16)
We recall th a t (2.16) is invariant under one-half of the SUSY transform ations (for e1 =  0). 
As usual, the BPS equation can be obtained from (2.7)
# 1 =  ie2(F  — 0x), (2.17)
5^2 =  ie1(—F  — 0x). (2.18)
Since in order to  preserve one-half of SUSY at the level of the Lagrangian we have to  
impose e1 =  0, the condition 5 ^ 2 =  0 is autom atically satisfied. From (2.17) we obtain 
the condition
F  — <̂x =  0, or ¢x =  —W ^(^)  — V2a.  (2.19)
It is easy to  check th a t (2.19) implies the Euler-Lagrange equations for (2.16) . Also, under 
the replacement
W t($ )  ^  V 2U  (2.20)
the Lagrangian (2.16) corresponds to  (2.1) .
The specific form of introducing the im purity preserving the BPS property gives us 
some hints on how to  generalize this result to  o ther models. Since the im purity breaks the 
translation  invariance, one should expect th a t, if the model preserves part of the SUSY, 
the superalgebra contains only tim e translations (see section 2.2) . Now let us assume th a t 
the original model is BPS. From the SUSY point of view, this implies th a t the fermionic 
transform ations (after a proper reduction of the param eter space) are either tim e derivatives 
or proportional to  the BPS equations. In the previous case we had
5^ 1  =  ie2(F  — 0x), (2.21)
5e^2 =  —ie20t. (2.22)
On the other hand we have, in general
[5e,5„ ]X  =  — 2 i e V  da/8 X . (2.23)
Taking into account (2.21) we have
[5e, 5V]^ 1 =  25e5v^ 1 =  2ir}25e(F  — 0x) =  —2irj2e2^ 1 , t . (2.24)
Therefore, after the reduction to  the BPS space (e1 =  0), the transform ation of the off-shell
BPS equation is a tim e derivative. This property can be sta ted  as follows: the addition 
of a term  of the form a (x )E  (where E =  0 is the off-shell BPS equation) to  a SUSY BPS 
Lagrangian preserves the am ount of supersym m etry preserved by the BPS solutions of the 
original model and, as a consequence, the BPS property.
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2.2 T h e  c e n tr a l  c h a rg e
Let us consider again the model (2 .1) . As we discussed above, this model breaks explicitly
one real supersym m etric generator. The supercharge is defined as follows
Qa =  /  d x J , (2.25)
where is the supercurrent. The model (2.1) is 1/2-supersym m etric provided th a t ei =  0 
and this implies th a t J 0 =  0 ^  Q 1 =  0. Thus we have
{Q2, Q 2} =  2P0 -  2Z, (2.26)
{Q i,Q i}  =  0 , (2.27)
{Q i, Q 2} =  {Q2, Q i} =  0. (2.28)
Now, the im purity only adds an extra term  proportional to  the supercurrent (2.14) . A 
direct com putation shows th a t
Q 2 =  / dx (d t< p^  1 +  dx<p^2 + / f  +  W.  +  V2a)  ¢ 2^ . (2.29)
W ith  the (anti)com m utation relations
(p (x )^ (y )] =  iS(x -  y), ^ a ( x ) ,  ¢ 3(y)} =  bayb(x -  y). (2.30)
Explicitly
P0 =  /  dx ̂ +  1  ¢X +  # 2^  +  2 W0 +  ^ 2 W .a  +  a 2 +  V 2 $ xa ^  (2.31)
Z  =  /  dx¢x W . =  W (¢ ) |x= ^  -  W (¢ ) |x = -^  . (2.32)
Since
{Q2,Q 2} >  0, (2.33)
we have from (2.26) th a t the energy of a sta te  ^ )  verifies the following inequality
Po > Z. (2.34)
This relation is clearly saturated  for Q 21¢) =  0. For static  solutions, this condition is 
equivalent to  the equation (2.29)
¢x -  F  =  0 ^  ¢x =  - W . -  V^a, (2.35)
which is the BPS equation previously obtained. Note th a t if in the original model we 
replace a ^  - a  the SUSY algebra becomes
{Q2, Q 2} =  0 , (2.36)
{Q i,Q i}  =  2Po -  2Z, (2.37)
{Q i, Q 2} =  {Q2,Q i}  =  0. (2.38)
After a convenient change W . ^  - W . we get the saturating  condition ¢x =  W . +  \/2 a .
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2.3 T h e  z e ro  m o d e s
2 .3 .1  T h e  fe rm io n ie  z e ro  m o d e s
Let us consider the following model
1 i 1 1
Ltotl =  2 t p  +  2 F 2 +  W ^ ( $ ) F - V 2 $ xa + V 2 a F  +  2 W ^ ( $ ) t a t a . (2.39)
The fermion zero mode equations are given by
0x^2 -  W ^ (0 )^ 2  =  0, (2.40)
d x t i  +  W < ^(0 )ti =  0. (2.41)
In the standard  case (without im purity), the fermionic zero mode is simply the derivative of 
the solitonic solution which obviously represents the translational zero mode of the soliton. 
Hence, the only normalizable solution for the soliton reads
t a  =  ( ^ X{0X))  , (2.42)
while for the antisoliton
**  =  UJ . (243)
In the presence of the impurity, the fermion zero mode equations are still given by (2.40)
and (2.41) but there is only one (modified) BPS equation <fix =  —W^ — V2a.  This leads to
the following fermionic zero mode
t a  =  f ^ x (x >exp ( ^ 2 Jox dx g $  ) )  . (2.44)
2 .3 .2  T h e  b o so n ie  z e ro  m o d e s
The linear fluctuation equation in the kink/antik ink background can be derived by inserting 
the decomposition $(t, x) =  $c(x) +  cos(wt)n(x), where $c is a kink/antik ink solution. The 
resulting fluctuation equation is
— nxx(x) +  fw ^(0c)w ^^^(0c) +  w ^^(^c)2 +  v ^ w ^ ^ c ) ^ )  n(x) =  w2n(x). (2.45)
We will show th a t the bosonic and fermionic zero modes coincide. Let us assume th a t n 
satisfies the fermionic zero mode equation (2.41)
nx =  — W ^ n  (2.46)
where $ is a BPS solution i.e., obeys
$x =  —W^ — V z u  . (2.47)
Then, acting with dx we get
nxx =  —w ^ ^ n  — W^^nx =  w ^ ( w ^  + V 2a)n  +  w ^ w ^ n  (2.48)
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where we used the Bogomolnyi equation and the fermionie zero mode equation. B ut the 
last formula is exactly the bosonic mode equation. Hence, as one could expect, both  modes 
exaetly eoineide.
Here we present an example of the BPS-im purity model which allows for the exact 
com putation of the BPS soliton as well as the related zero mode. Let us take W,  =  (1 — 4>2) 
which corresponds to  the potential while the im purity is
a (x)  =  — h   (2 .49)
a/2  cosh2 a x
where a  is a real param eter, a  =  0. Then, the Bogomolnyi equation <fix =  —W , — a/=ct has 
the following exact solution
=  — tanh  a x  (2.50)
which is a kink (positive topological charge) for a  < 0. For a  > 0 we get an antikink 
(negative topological charge). For a  =  1 we arrive a t the usual ^4 theory antikink. The 
zero mode can be also explicitly found and reads
n = ----------^ 7- . (2.51)
(cosh ax ) 7­
2 .4  G e n e ra liz in g  th e  B P S  p re s e rv in g  im p u r i ty
As a m atter of fact, the addition of the im purity preserving half of the BPS structure is 
not unique. As an example, let us assume the following, new im purity term
L impurity =  = ̂ ^ x (2.52)
which is added to  the standard  bosonic, im purity free part of the model. As we will see, it 
is again possible to  include some ex tra  term s th a t will preserve a part of the BPS structure. 
The form of such new term s can be deduced using our supersym m etric approach. From 
the supersym m etric point of view, the im purity term  in (2.52) suggests a term  of the form
Li =  1  ^  d2^ D - $ D - $ .  (2.53)
B ut because of the reasons discussed above, this term  does not preserve supersymmetry, i.e.,
5 L i|e2=Q =  adx (eV i(^ x  +  F ) — e1̂ * )  , (2.54)
which is not a to ta l derivative. Note th a t the tim e component of (2.54) is a to ta l derivative 
since d*a(x)  =  0. On the other hand, we introduce
L 2 =  ax$(F  +  0x), (2.55)
with the following transform ation properties
6L2|e2=o =  — axel^ i ( F  +  0x) — V x fc 1̂ ,* .  (2.56)
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Again, if we combine (2.54) and (2.56) we have the following term
S(L 1 -  L 2 ) |£2= o  =  e1 dx ( a ^ 1(F  +  0 x )) +  e1dt (ax 0 0 2 ). (2.57)
As a consequence, (L 1 -  L 2 ) preserves half of the supersymmetry. After including a linear
a-m odel term  and a superpotential, the full Lagrangian (for 0 t  =  0) reads
L t o t | =  L 0 +  L 1 -  L 2 1 =  - 2 ^ x (1  +  a) +  2 F 2 (1  +  a) +  a x 0 (F  +  0 x ) +  F W /(0 ) . (2.58)
Solving for F
F  =  a ^  -  W /( 0 ) , (2.59)
1 +  a
the on-shell Lagrangian takes the form
L tot, o n -sh e ll  =  - 1 ¢2 (1 +  a) -  ax 0x 0 -  l . (W _ M _ ax ^L . (2.60)
2 2 1 +  a
Finally, taking into account (2.7) and (2.59) , the BPS equation can be expressed as
+  =  0.
1 +  a
It is clear from (2.60) th a t the addition of an im purity (in the last example simply, a0x) 
and the conservation of part of the BPS structure  can lead to  nontrivial Lagrangians. As 
we have shown here, the la tte r condition can be transla ted  into a partial explicit breaking 
of the SUSY generators of an underlying supersym m etric model. As a consequence of 
this reasoning, one can construct a large family of (half) BPS preserving soliton-impurity 
models which in the limit a  ^  0 reproduce the pure (no impurity) model
Lo =  1 (d ^ 0 )2 -  U. (2.62)
A general coupling to  an im purity a  preserving half of the BPS-ness has the following form
L a =  ~ H2(d0 0 ) 2 -----  G 2 — 2—— V “2 H G 0x (2.63)
where H, G  are functions of 0  and a  such th a t for the vanishing im purity i.e., when a ^  0, 
H (0, a) ^  1 and G(0, a) ^  0 to  recover the pure bosonic model. The static  energy reads
E  =  dx 1H 20x + H—2 + G2 + 2 VHG + \ V2HG0x (2.64)
/°° V  H V U  \  f 00dx ( V ^0x  +  ~HT  +  ) - ^ 2 ]  d x0 x \ f U  (2.65)
/ °  /*4(°) /*4—d x0 x \ZU =  - V 2  d 0 V U  =  - Q V 2  d 0 V U . (2.66)
-co J ó (-o o )  J  4 —
)
The bound is sa turated  if the Bogomolnyi equation is obeyed
0x +  ~ht +  G  =  0 . (2 .67)
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For H  =  1 and G =  a  we get the first BPS-im purity model, while H  =  a/1 +  a , G =  y f+p  
leads to  the second model (up to  a factor of a/2). Let us rem ark th a t such a generalisation 
reminds us of the construction of generalised BPS models as presented in [1, 3- 5].
Note, th a t G is a completely arb itrary  function of the field as well as the im purity (and 
can depend, for example, on its higher derivatives). As we will see in the next section, this 
result can be understood in a more general framework.
3 N  =  1 S U S Y  B P S  im purities - a general construction
The standard  N  =  1 SUSY algebra in 1 +  1 dimensions has the following form
[5e,5n ]X  =  — 2 i e V  dafi X . (3.1)
After the restriction to  the BPS subspace, e2 =  0 (or e1 =  0) it reduces to
[5e,5n ]X  =  —2ie1 n ^ X .  (3.2)
Since the BPS subspace has only one SUSY param eter we have the following property
[5e, 5n ]X  =  25e5r, X  =  — 4 ie V  dt X. (3.3)
As a consequence, for Y =  5 X , i.e. Y  € Im(5), we have: if Y  € Im(5) ^  5nY  a  dtX , or in 
words, the SUSY transform ation of a term  in the image of the SUSY transform ation gives 
a tim e derivative. This has a nice consequence for the models w ith impurities, since the 
addition of any term  of the form a ( x ) Y  w ith Y € Im(5) will preserve the am ount of SUSY 
preserved by the BPS soliton of the original model. Therefore, if L is a BPS model w ith 
N  =  1 SUSY, then VX, the following Lagrangian is also BPS
L =  L +  a(x )5eX  | (3.4)
where | means th a t the SUSY param eter has been removed. The following question arises 
naturally: is it possible to  add a term  Y , Y €  Im(5) and such th a t 1/2 of SUSY is 
preserved? Let us assume th a t the statem ent is true. In order to  have 1/2 SUSY the 
following m ust hold
5L  =  5L +  a(x)5Y  =  e1^ / /  +  a (x )e1dt J. (3.5)
B ut if we choose % =  /  dt5Y  =  e1J , we have 5% =  /  dt55Y a  Y , and therefore Y € Im(5). 
On the other hand, if 5Y =  0 then Y € Im5. B ut if 5Y =  0, Y does not depend on 
the fields and, therefore, Y m ust be a constant (or an im purity). Let us take Y =  ^(x), 
then  if a (x )^ (x ) € L 1(R), the model L  is still BPS, bu t the topological bound is shifted 
by a am ount A  =  /  d x a (x )^ (x )  (the effect of the im purity is trivial: it does not affect 
the e.o.m.).
Nontrivial situation: Y € Im(5). Since Y contains bosonic term s (non-vanishing when 
■0a ^  0), it has to  be the image of a term  linear in fermions (X ). We have two possibilities
X  =  0 1H (F , 0, ^ (x )), or X  =  0 2H (F , 0, ^ (x )), (3.6)
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where p.(x) is another impurity. From the SUSY variation of fermions in the restricted 
subspace, we obtain
Y  =  ó'^1H (F, ¢, p.(x)) +  (fermions) a  dt$H (F , ¢, p.(x)) +  (fermions) (3.7)
or
Y =  5 ^ 2H (F , ¢, p,(x)) +  (fermions) a  (F  +  dx$)H (F , ¢, p,(x)) +  (fermions). (3.8)
In both  cases the topological bound does not change: for (3.7) , because the static 
energy functional does not change, while in the second, because the modification is pro­
portional to  the BPS equation. Note also th a t, depending on the form of H , it may be
necessary to  add fermionic term s in order to  preserve 1/2 SUSY. We can gather these
results in the following lemma:
L e m m a  1 Let L  be a 1 +  1 dimensional scalar model with N  =  1 S U S Y  and a topological 
bound T . Let L  be a B P S  preserving impurity model based on L  of the form  L  =  L — a ( x ) Y  
with topological bound T . Then all possible impurity terms Y , preserving one supersym- 
metric generator (and one B P S  sector) are o f  one of the following forms:
i) Y  € Im(S) (=  SX, V X ) and T  =  T .
ii) Y  €  Im(S) (=  ^ (x )) and T  =  T  +  A, with A  =  J  dx a(x)p ,(x) .
4 T he im purity  baby B P S  Skyrm e m odel
Having system atically investigated the BPS preserving im purities in (1+1) dimensions, we 
want to  apply the same supersym m etric approach to  implement such im purities also in 
(2+1) dimensions.
4.1 T h e  m o d e l
We begin our analysis of (2+1) dimensional theories w ith the baby BPS Skyrme model [26], 
which provides also a lower dimensional counterpart of the BPS Skyrme model [27]. The 
static  energy reads
Ebaby BPS =  J  d2x  [ \2Ą) +  ] (4.1)
where B0 is a tem poral component (topological charge density) of the pertinent topological 
current
B^ =  - 1  e^vp$  ■ (d v$  x  dp(^  (4.2)
such th a t B  =  J  d2x B 0 is the topological charge. Furtherm ore, $  € S2 is a three component 
isovector w ith unit length $ 2 =  1 and U is a non-derivative part, th a t is, a potential (with at 
least one isolated vacuum). It is known th a t the model possesses the following topological 
bound (where dQS2 is the “volume” (area) form on the (target space) unit sphere)
Ebaby BPS >  2^A|B| ( - U )  , ( - U )  =  f  dU§2 - U . (4.3)
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The bound is sa turated  if the following Bogomolnyi equation is obeyed,
ABo ±  =  0. (4.4)
Solutions of this equation exist in any topological sector and can be found in an exact form 
once a potential is chosen. This model is a higher-dimensional counterpart of the standard 
scalar model in (1+1) dimensions. Indeed, both Lagrangians are sums of a potential (a 
function of the fields) and the square of a topological current.
Again, it is possible to  couple an im purity in such a way th a t one-half of the BPS 
property of the model remains preserved. Namely, the energy functional reads
E  = J  d2x A2B2 +  ^ 2U — 2ActBo +  2^ctVU +  ct2 . (4.5)
Then we find the topological bound
E  =  J  d2x ^AB0 — ^V U  — a j  +  2A^ J  d2xB0VU (4.6)
>  2A^ y  d2xBoVU =  2A^B ^ VU^ (4.7)
which is sa turated  if the following modified, im purity dependent, Bogomolnyi equation is 
obeyed,
ABo — ^V U  — ct =  0. (4.8)
One can easily prove th a t the Bogomolnyi equation implies the full Euler-Lagrange equa­
tion, see appendix A .
As an example, we consider the potential U =  (1 — ft3)2. Then, we can find an exact 
solution of the Bogomolnyi equation for any radial im purity ct =  oftr). In fact, introducing, 
via the usual stereographic projection, a complex field u
u =  ^  <4 -9>
and assuming u =  e-m ^, where r, ^  are the polar coordinates and n  is a positive
integer, the Bogomolnyi equation takes a linear form
n
— A =  2 w + ct. (410)
Here, for convenience we use y =  r 2/2 . The topologically nontrivial boundary conditions 
are g(0) =  1, g ( ^ )  =  0. Then, for an exponentially localized im purity ct =  a e _^y we find
g (y) =  e" ^ y +  y r  „ ( e~^y — e" ^ y) . (4.11)
n A ft — 4St
Observe th a t for ft =  4¾^, which might occur only for one value of the topological charge, 
the solution takes a different form,
g(y) =  ( 1 +  2 ¾  e " ^ V. (4.12)
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The corresponding topological charge is positive, B  =  n  > 0. Anti baby Skyrmions, i.e., 
solitons w ith negative topological charge, do not obey the Bogomolnyi equation and can 
only be found after solving the full Euler-Lagrange equations. This is, of course, a much 
more difficult task.
4.2  S U S Y  in  th e  im p u r i ty  b a b y  B P S  S k y rm e  m o d e l
We can use the same strategy as in section 2.1 to  build a SUSY BPS baby Skyrme model 
preserving the BPS structure. This model has a natural N  =  2 SUSY form ulation [28], 
which can be used to  introduce the im purity term . The BPS solitons in the original BPS 
baby Skyrme model satisfy the following BPS condition
S t  =  0, S t  =  0. (4.13)
The component expansion of the SUSY BPS baby Skyrme model (after stereographic 
projection) has the form
Lbabyl =  g (u ,u ) (d^ud^u +  F F ) +  h (u ,u ) {(d^u)2(dvu ) 2 +  2 F F d ^ u d ^u  +  ( F F )2) , (4.14)
where h(uu) =  1/(1 +  |u |2)4. In order to  reproduce (4.5) we introduce
Limpurity =  2a (x )y /h (u , u) (—d u ^ u  +  F F  +  i (d iud 2u — d iud 2u)) . (4.15)
Note th a t the last term  is the topological charge density. In term s of the (anti)holomorphic 
derivative, (4.15) reads
Limpurity =  2a ( x ) / h ( u ,u )  ( F F  — 3Zudzu) . (4.16)
The addition of (4.15) will preserve part of the SUSY if it belongs to  the image of the 
restricted SUSY transform ation (see section 7) . It is possible to  verify th a t the following 
term  is the preimage of (4.16) modulo fermionic term s
X  =  / h ( u ,  u) ( t z  (dzu +  F e iY) +  t z  (¾ u +  F e -iY)) , (4.17)
S X | =  2V 2 £2 Limpurity +  (fermions). (4.18)
We have finally
Lbaby +  Limpurityl =  h(u, u) ((0^u)2(duu )2 — (d^ud^u ) 2) —
—g ( x ) — u )  +  2q(x)B oy/h(u, u) — ct2(x) (4.19)
y h ( u ,  u)
which corresponds to  (4.5) after the identification =  U and A =  ^  =  1.
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5 T he im purity  C P 1 m odel
5.1 T h e  m o d e l
Now we can tu rn  to  the simplest solitonic model in (2+1) dimensions (which is also inte- 
grable in its static version), th a t is, the C P 1 model
LCP ■ =  (M )
whose static  energy reads
E c p i = /  d2z 1 2 (uzUz +  UzUz) (5.2)
J  (1 +  |u |2)2
where we use the complex plane coordinate z =  x +  iy. Topologically nontrivial solutions
are ju st (anti)holomorphic maps of degree n, which obey the Bogomolnyi equation (here
the Cauchy-Riemann (CR) equations)
uz =  0 or u z =  0. (5.3)
For solutions of the CR equations, the energy equals the modulus of the topological charge 
(the degree of the map)
1 !  1
Q =  -  d2z (uzUz — UzUz) . (5.4)
p j  (1 +  | u  |2 )2
The BPS preserving C P 1 model with an im purity is defined as follows (we restrict 
ourselves only to  the static energy functional)
where
Then,
E  — E CP1 +  E impurity (5.5)
E impurity — d z (1 +  |u |2)2 (2 aa  +  2auz +  2aU Ẑ) . (5.6)
E  =  I d2z , 1 , ^ 2 [2 (Uz +  a) (Uz +  a) — Uzuz +  uzUz] (5.7)
J  (1 +  | U |2)2
^  I d2^  , 1 ,^ 2 [—Uz Uz +  UzUz ] =  —pQ. (5.8)7 (1 +  | U |2)2
The topological bound is sa turated  if the following Bogomolnyi equation is satisfied,
Uz +  a  =  0. (5.9)
This is an inhomogeneous generalization of the anti-holomorphic CR equation. One can 
check th a t solutions of this equation obey the full EL equation, i.e., are the critical points 
of (5.5) . As the Bogomolnyi equation is a non-homogeneous linear differential equation 
the BPS sector is still completely solvable. This reminds us of the situation of the so-
called integrable defect, th a t is, an im purity which does not affect the integrability of the
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underlying scalar field theory (like sine-Gordon) [29, 30]. Here, a solitonic-im purity solution 
consists of the homogeneous part, which is still given by an a rb itrary  antiholom orphic map 
f  (z) and a pertinent unique solution of the non-homogenous part. Therefore, contrary 
to  the pure C P 1 model, the to ta l solution does not have to  be purely antiholom orphic 
(or holomorphic). Of course, this strongly depends on the impurity. Furtherm ore, the 
im purity may also contribute to  the topological charge (degree) Q of the full soliton- 
im purity solution.
Let us consider an antiholom orphic impurity, for example, am =  B z m , where m € N 
and B  is a complex constant. Hence, a BPS solution is
U =  A  -  Z1) ■■■ -  Z ) -  (5.10)
(z -  Z1) . . .  (z -  Zs) m +  1
where we assumed a rational m ap as a solution of the homogenous part of the Bogomolnyi 
equation. Here the polynomials in the num erator and denom inator do not have common 
divisors. Furtherm ore, m ax(r, s) =  n  and A € C. However, the com putation of the degree 
of the solution is not a completely trivial task. Even in the case of the constant im purity
m =  0 and the linear antiholom orphic part the topological degree of the solution
u(z, z) =  A z  -  B z  (5.11)
depends on the constants A, B  [31]. Concretely
I 1 |A| < \B\
deg u = •
1 0
if |A| = \B\
l - 1 |A| > \B\
This observation can have a nontrivial im pact on the moduli space of soliton-impurity 
solutions, as different values of the param eters of the homogeneous part of a solution 
(with a fixed degree) can lead to  different degrees of the to ta l solution and, therefore, to  
energetically inequivalent configurations. We will address this problem (and its dependence 
on a particular choice of the impurity) in a separate paper.
We also rem ark th a t our constant im purity leads to  a Bogomolnyi equation which is 
identical to  the Bogomolnyi equation very recently found for the m agnetic planar Skyrmions 
w ith the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction energy [31]. This may suggest th a t there is a 
deeper relation between our im purity coupling and Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya like term s [32, 
33]. Of course, this is of high im portance as far as a possible experim ental realization of 
the BPS-preserving im purity is concerned. Moreover, one can ask whether there exist DM 
counterparts of our non-homogenous CR Bogomolnyi equations also in the case of more 
complicated (non-constant) BPS-preserving impurities.
A related issue is the global U(1) symmetry. Of course, for an im purity which trivially 
transform s under this group, the model (5.5) is no longer invariant under the global U(1). 
However, this sym m etry is effectively restored in the BPS sector. Indeed, the group can act 
nontrivially on the homogeneous part of BPS solutions leading to  energetically equivalent 
configurations.
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A possibility to  restore the global U(1) sym m etry completely is to  assume th a t the 
im purity also transform s in the fundam ental representation of it i.e., a  ^  e%va, where 
p  is the transform ation param eter. This may apply to  impurities which originate as a 
spatially frozen lump, which is a mechanism proposed in [25] for the magnetic im purity in 
the Abelian Higgs model.
Finally, one can introduce an im purity term  which is U(1) invariant, although the 
im purity transform s trivially. For example one can consider the following modification
E impurity — ^ d z  (1 +  |u| 2)2 (2 aau u  +  2auuz +  2 a . (5.13)
The resulting Bogomolnyi equation is also deformed and reads
uz +  ua  =  0 . (5.14)
However, one can still find exact solutions, where now the im purity term  acts m ultiplica­
tively on the original antiholom orphic map
u =  A  i a -  z i ) . . .  (Z — a ) e -  /  dzo . (5.15)
(z — z i ) . . .  (a — z.s)
A particular choice for the treatm ent of the global U(1) transform ation depends, of 
course, on the physical application one has in mind. Obviously, it will affect the possibility 
to  promote this global sym m etry to  a local one, th a t is, the gauging of the im purity model.
5.2 S U S Y  in  th e  im p u r i ty  C P 1 m o d e l
The N  =  2 form ulation of the C P i model is well-known. It can be constructed in term s 
of the following Kahler potential
J d 20d20ln(1  +  $ f$ ), (5.16)
where $ ( $ t)  are chiral (antichiral) superfields. Inspired by our one-dimensional construc­
tion is not very difficult to  guess the SUSY form of (5.5) :
Limpurity =  ^  + ^  )2 a( x ) ( F  — 0zu) +  h.c. +  fermions. (5.17)
In addition, this term  lies in the image of S , as can be seen explicitly by taking the following 
transform ation
L impurity =  a(x)  S ^ (1 +  |u |2)2^  +  h ^ ^  +  h .c^. (5.18)
As we will see (section 7) , this allows us to  conclude th a t both  the im purity (5.17) and the 
BPS solutions of the model preserve 1 /4  of SUSY.
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6 T he im purity  A belian  H iggs m odel at critical coupling
6.1 M a g n e tic  im p u r i ty
It was observed by Tong and Wong [25] th a t the standard  Abelian Higgs model a t the 
critical coupling adm its a half-BPS preserving im purity extension. The im purity couples 
to  the m agnetic field B  and therefore is referred to  as the m agnetic im purity J m,
Em = \ J  d2^ B 2 +  DiUDiU +  4(1 +  -  |u |2)2 -  J mB ^ . (6.1)
Here, F^v =  c^A v — dv A^ is the field strength  of the U(1) gauge field A ^ and D ^u =  c^u  — 
iA ^u is the covariant derivative of the complex Higgs field u. The pertinent Bogomolnyi 
equations read
D xu +  iD y u =  0 (6.2)
B  — 2 (1 — |u |2) =  2 J m, (6.3)
and its solutions satu rate  the following energy bound
Em  >  nN , N  =  —  [  d2xB . (6.4)
2n J
6.2  H ig g s  im p u r i ty
As we have shown in section 5, the C P 1 model couples to  an im purity in a half-BPS pre­
serving manner, provided th a t the original CR equations get modified to  an inhomogeneous 
version. The resulting model preserves the global U(1) sym m etry (not only in the BPS
sector) if the im purity is assumed to  transform  in the fundam ental representation. This
opens a new pa th  to  implement a partially  BPS preserving im purity in the Abelian Higgs 
model. Now, contrary to  the above case, the im purity multiplies the derivatives of the 
m atter field and therefore we call it a Higgs im purity J h. Specifically, the model is
E h =  E AH +  E impurity (6.5)
where to  the standard  Abelian Higgs part
(6.6)E a h  =  2 /  d2x ^ B 2 +  D iuD iu  +  4(1  — |u |2)2^ 
we add the im purity term
E impurity = 2 ^  d X ^J hJ h +  J h(D xu +  iD yu) +  J h (D xu +  iD yu )  ̂ (6.7)
which, after using complex coordinates z, z, is a gauged version of the C P 1 im purity term
E impurity =  ^  J  d z ^ ^  J hJ h +  J hD Zu +  J hD zu ^ . (6.8)
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The lower energy bound reads
Eh = 2 / d2x (  — '“« ))  + (DxU + + Uh)(DxU + + ah)I (6.9)
+ 1 J  d2x B  — '-J d2x (dx (uDyu ) — dy (u D z u)) (6.10)
>  n N  (6.11)
where the last term  in the second line integrates to  zero. The bound is saturated  if the 
following Bogomolnyi equations are satisfied
D xu +  iD y U +  uh =  0 (6.12)
B  — 1(1 — |U|2 ) =  0. (6.13)
As expected, this im purity enters only into the gauged CR equations, leaving the magnetic
field equation unchanged. Of course, one should remember th a t this construction makes
sense only if the local U(1) transform ation continues to  be a sym m etry also after the 
inclusion of the impurity. This implies th a t ah ^  ei^ (x,y) ah. As in the case of the C P 1 
model, this can be relevant for an im purity originating from a spatially frozen vortex.
It is also possible to  implement a partially  BPS preserving im purity term  which is 
invariant under the gauge group even for a trivially transform ing impurity, ah ^  ah. For 
example, one can use the globally U(1) invariant C P 1 model with im purity as a hint. Hence,
E im p u rity  = \ J  d2 z ^ ^ aha^uU +  U^uD^u +  ahUDzU^ . (6.14)
This leads to  the the following modification of the gauge CR equations,
D xu +  iD y u +  u a h =  0. (6.15)
Note th a t, although the gauge independent im purity seems to  be physically more relevant, 
the im purity which transform s under fundam ental representation of the U(1) gauge group 
might also find some applications. Concretely, the BPS im purity might be realised as 
a frozen vortex, in a model with an extended target space (number of fields), in whose 
background the rest of the fields evolve. The assum ption th a t the vortex is frozen means 
th a t all gauge invariant observables (quantities as energy density, topological charge density, 
m agnetic field) are fixed. On the o ther hand, it does not mean th a t the corresponding gauge 
transform ations (related to  this additional set of fields) cease to  exist. On the contrary, 
they should still act on this frozen vortex. This may gives rise to  BPS-im purities w ith a 
nontrivial gauge transform ation.
We comment th a t, in contrast to  the m agnetic impurity, the Higgs im purity does not 
have any im pact on the corresponding Bradlow law. Note th a t both  impurities can be 
implemented in a completely independent way which results in the most general partially 
BPS preserving im purity Abelian Higgs model
E m, h — E m ag n e tic  +  E im p u rity  . (6.16)
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This model possesses the same topological energy bound as the above im purity models, 
and the Bogomolnyi equation is of the following form,
D xu +  iD yu  +  j h =  0 (6.17)
B  — —(1 +  j m — |u|2) =  °. (6-18)
The above rem arks on the gauge invariance apply.
6.3  S U S Y  in  th e  im p u r i ty  A b e lia n -H ig g s  m o d e l
The magnetic im purity can be introduced in a 1/2 SUSY invariant way as long as it is
com pensated by the auxiliary field of the vector m ultiplet [25, 34]. In its simplest form, it
can be w ritten  as
i mpurity =  J m(x)(B  -  D ) . (6.19)
It is easy to  see th a t (6.19) corresponds to  the image of \ a (the fermion in the vector
m ultiplet) under the gauge invariant SUSY transform ation. It should be noted th a t (6.19)
is proportional to  the gauged BPS equation and, therefore, the addition of the magnetic 
im purity cannot change the Bogomolnyi bound. The Higgs impurity, on the other hand, 
takes the form
Limpurity =  ( 1 + 1 u |2) 2 J h( x) ( F  -  D -u )u  +  h.c. +  fermions, (6.20)
which is an obvious generalization of (5.17) , up to  a factor. But, as in the im purity C P 1 
model, the im purity (6.20) only preserves 1/4 of the SUSY. Since the subalgebra preserved 
by (6.20) is contained in the subalgebra preserved by (6.19) , the presence of both  impurities 
breaks the SUSY to 1/4. It is interesting to  note th a t (6.19) and (6.20) are perhaps the 
simplest nontrivial im purities th a t one can introduce in N  =  2 theories, bu t they are not 
unique. In fact, in section 7, we explicitly show how to  generate an infinite num ber of them .
7 N  =  2 S U S Y  B P S  im purities —  A  general con stru ction
Let us consider a scalar theory in 2 +  1 dimensions with a complex field ¢. The general 
BPS equations in term s of the auxiliary fields can be w ritten  as follows
F  =  dz or F  =  d-4>e}Y (7.1)
where 7  is an arb itrary  constant phase. Now we have two complex SUSY generators (four 
real supercharges) and the BPS structure is more complex. W hen F  =  0, for example 
in the C P 1 model, the BPS solutions take the familiar Cauchy-Riemann form and they 
preserve half of the supersymmetry. This can be seen easily from the SUSY transform ation 
of the fermions
=  iV 2j a  '* &  +  V2£aF  . (7.2)
It is easy to  see th a t for
£l =  2¾ and {1 =  -Ś&  (7.3)
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and dz f  =  0, dt f  =  0 the condition 5 ^ a =  0 is satisfied. We say therefore th a t if F  =  0 
the BPS solitons are 1/2-BPS. If F  =  0 we need an ex tra  constraint, namely
6  =  *a2 e-iY . (7.4) 
The expression (7.2) can be rew ritten as
# i  =  (dcf +  e-iYF  — dz f )  , (7.5)
5^2 =  — i ( d c f  — e-iYF  +  dz f )  . (7.6)
The condition 5 ^ a =  0 is again achieved for static  solutions satisfying (7.1) , but this tim e 
only preserving 1/4 of the supersymmetry.
7.1 1 /4  a n d  1 /2  B P S  im p u r it ie s :  s c a la r  s e c to r
The general com m utator between two supersym m etric transform ations has the form
[5V,5ę] =  — 2i (na^S,— f y^f j )  d^ . (7.7)
If we restrict the SUSY algebra to  the 1/ 4 subspace by imposing (7.3) and (7.4) we have
[5n ,5« ] = 8e-iY ,2  a2 dc. (7.8)
Since there is only one SUSY param eter we have
5n 5i  =  4e-iY O  a2 dc. (7 .9)
As a consequence, the results found in section 3 for N  =  1 SUSY apply here: Y  € 
Im 5 ^  5nY  a  dcX . Therefore a im purity of the form a ( x ) Y  preserves 1/4 of SUSY. 
Regarding the 1/2 preserving impurities in the scalar sector, we do not have a general 
answer. B ut since the preservation of 1/ 2 SUSY requires F  =  0, the im purity cannot 
change the BPS equations of the underlying model. For example in the C P i model one 
can add the following term
5 ( ^ i (F  +  dzu)) |7=c =  ( F 2 — (dzu ) 2) +  X d cu  +  fermions. (7.10)
Taking into account th a t (7.10) is the image of 5 it preserves a t least 1 /4 of SUSY, but 
since the solution F  =  F  =  0 is still available the BPS im purity solutions are 1/2  and the 
BPS equations are not modified.
7.2 1 /4  a n d  1 /2  B P S  im p u r it ie s :  g a u g e  s e c to r
In the gauge sector, the previous results for 1 /4  SUSY still apply since the subalgebra (7.9) 
holds. The possible im purities are again in the image of the SUSY transform ation. As a 
consequence, if one considers an im purity of the form
a(x ) 5 (XaF ( A ^ D ) ) , (7.11)
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at least one supercharge will be preserved. Moreover, the SUSY transform ation of the 
fermion in the vector m ultiplet has the form
SA =  ^  £ F ^  +  i{D . (7.12)
The reduction to  the 1 /4  BPS subspace leads to
SA21static =  i{2 (F 12 — D) (7.13)
which is proportional to  the BPS equation. Therefore, as in the previous cases, the im purity 
does not change the BPS bound. It is also interesting to  note th a t if one considers an 
im purity of the form (7.13) alone, not only 1 /4  but 1/2 of SUSY is preserved. Unlike in 
the scalar sector, the gauge 1/2 BPS im purity also modifies the BPS equation because 
D  =  0 allows for the existence of 1/2 BPS solitons.
8 Sum m ary
In the present work, we have system atically studied the coupling of an im purity to  BPS 
models in (1+1) and (2+1) dimensions, such th a t the resulting model preserves half of 
the BPS property. It means th a t half of the solitons existing in the original (no impurity) 
theory still obey the pertinent (im purity dependent) Bogomolnyi equations and satu rate  
a topological energy bound. It tu rns out th a t an extremely useful tool for our analysis 
is provided by supersymmetry. In particular, in (1+1) dimensions, SUSY not only allows 
to  understand both  the existence of the im purity BPS models (by relating them  to the 
SUSY transform ations of the fermions) and the presence of a generalised translational 
sym m etry in these models [35, 36] (relating it to  the fermionic zero mode). It also perm its 
to  construct the general class of im purity BPS models, see section 3. The construction 
of an im purity BPS model requires a BPS theory w ithout im purity as a starting  point, 
and in (2+1) dimensions not all field theories are BPS. In this case we dem onstrated 
th a t, whenever a (gauged or ungauged) scalar field theory is BPS, it allows for an im purity 
BPS generalisation, and SUSY provides an easy way to  construct this im purity BPS model. 
Further, this generalisation is not unique, and each BPS theory allows, in fact, for infinitely 
m any BPS-preserving im purities (see section 7) .
So, one im portant result is th a t any BPS model in (1+1) and (2+1) dimensions can 
be extended to  a half-BPS im purity model. Since the particular form of the im purity is 
ra ther arbitrary, this significantly enlarges the num ber of theories w ith the (half) BPS 
property. In particular, this applies to  (2+1) dimensions where, in contrast to  the lower 
dimensional case, the BPS-ness puts very strong restrictions on the form of the action. As 
a consequence, even in higher dimensions the BPS property is not as rare a feature as one 
might expect. Owing to  the fact th a t im purities are easily realized in condensed m atter, 
as for example dislocations or defects in a periodic lattice (crystal), we believe th a t some 
B PS-im purity models may find applications to  realistic physical systems.
The im portance of (near) BPS im purity models is not only related to  the simplicity 
of their m athem atical structure. The crucial observation is th a t they describe topological
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solitons (kinks, lumps, vortices and baby Skyrmions) which have zero (small) interaction 
energy w ith the impurities. The fact th a t the binding energy between the solitons and 
the im purity in the BPS sector of the BPS soliton-im purity model is zero follows from the 
existence of the pertinent Bogomolny equations. These equations are solved by a whole 
family of solutions param etrised by a set of param eters, i.e., moduli space coordinates. As 
a consequence, the position of a soliton with respect of the im purity may be changed (at 
least locally) w ithout changing the energy of the system. This results in an extremely 
low energy cost for the m anipulation of these objects, which might be very interesting, 
e.g., for the transport and storage of da ta  by topological solitons (like, for instance, mag­
netic skyrmions).
Furtherm ore, it is very intriguing th a t in the case of the planar models ( C P 1 
and Abelian Higgs models) the BPS preserving im purity has a form similar to  the 
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya energy which may additionally contribute to  an experim ental re­
alization of this kind of impurities.
There are many directions in which one may continue our work. F irst of all, there 
are other physically im portant (2+1) dimensional models which enjoy the BPS property. 
Therefore, one can search for their half-BPS im purity versions. Here one may mention the 
non-abelian vortices at critical coupling [39- 42], other gauged planar soliton systems as the 
gauged BPS baby Skyrme model [43, 44] and the gauged O(3) [45] as well as the conformal 
m agnetic Skyrmions [46, 47].
Secondly, one should understand how the low energy dynamics, approxim ated by the 
geodesic m otion on the corresponding moduli space, is affected by the inclusion of the 
half-BPS preserving impurity. This may find some applications also in the study of multi- 
soliton interactions in non-im purity models, especially in the cases when im purities would 
be connected to  frozen solitons. Here, the simplest case can be given by the C P 1 model [48], 
where the soliton-im purity BPS solutions can be found in an exact form, which provides a 
very good starting  point for (even) analytical investigations of the moduli space dynamics. 
A similar study has already been performed for the half-BPS im purity model, where the 
scattering of the BPS antikink on the im purity has been shown to be very well described 
by the m otion on moduli space [35, 36]. It would be even more interesting to  analyze 
the existence of solitons and their dynamics in the Abelian Higgs model with half-BPS 
im purities of both  m agnetic [37, 38] and Higgs types.
Thirdly, the construction presented here can also be carried over to  theories with 
more than  two spatial dimensions. The suspersym m etry algebra is obviously different, 
bu t the (2+1) dimensional examples can serve as a guidance for the construction of the 
bosonic sector.
A nother interesting direction is related to  the fact th a t our BPS im purity models 
possess (spatially) m odulated vacua. They can even be of a periodic form if a periodic 
lattice of im purities is used. M odulated vacua have been recently investigated in Lorentz 
invariant theories [49, 50] (with higher order derivative term s). However, such vacua break 
the supersym m etry completely. In light of the results presented here, it is an interesting 
question whether also in Lorentz invariant theories a fractional susy preserving m odulated 
vacuum may be found.
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Of course, the most exiting direction is to  find condensed m atter systems which allow 
for such a specific, BPS preserving, coupling of the impurity. This requires further stud­
ies of the relation between the BPS preserving im purity and the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya 
interaction observed here. We plan to  investigate this issue in a forthcoming paper.
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A  B P S  and EL equations o f th e  baby B P S  Skyrm e m odel
Here we prove th a t the Bogomolnyi equation for the the im purity deformed baby BPS 
Skyrme model implies the full static Euler-Lagrange equations. F irst of all let us notice th a t
( dj d j -  d y ) Bo =  0 . (AB)
Now we apply the Euler-Lagrange operator to  the static  energy density of the im purity 
baby BPS Skyrme model
E =  A2n 4B0 +  — 2n2AaBo +  2 ^ a —U  +  a 2 . (A.2)
Hence,
d ,OBo  2 dU dBo o d
dj — 7—  E =  2A2n 4 (dj B 0) — ------- U2— ----- 2n2Adja — ----- 2u a ^ - —  (A.3)
I j d{“ d {M  v j 0  d j  ^  3^a j d j  p  d{a ;
x 2 U  dBo 2 dU dv 'U  t k  „
=  2Â n [ d j y / u )  —  — — 2^ a_d^U  (A .4)
_  x 2 _±_ d U  b dB o 2 9 u  aw
- U  aeb ^  d U  ^ a  v U  d U  (A .5)
=  A^n 2 V -  ̂  ̂ “bBo — ^ 2^  — ^ a  - L  ̂  (A.6)
- U  aeb o p  a e  p  - U  a e  v ;
=  ( ^ 2¾  — ^ - U  — „ )  - ( L —  =  0 (A '7)
where in (A.3) we have inserted the Bogomolnyi equation An2B o =  ^V U  +  a  while in (A.5) 
we have used the identity Cbff0 =
O p e n  A c c e ss . This article is distributed under the term s of the Creative Commons 
A ttribution License (CC-BY 4.0) , which perm its any use, d istribution and reproduction in 
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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